
Guru Gobind Singh Public School
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Subject – English  

DATE: 03.04.20                                   Grammar Section

1. Identify the kinds of sentences:-

a) Ram works very hard.

b) Can you touch the fan?

c) They are learning English.

d) Why are they crying?

e) Please do it.

f) Hurrah! We won the match.

2. Rearrange the following words:-

a) Weekend/this/am/to/going/I/Delhi

b) Very/pollution/noise/harmful/is

c) Carefully/drives/Jack

d) Us/history/Mr./teaches /Roy

e) Book/a/me/gave/Gopal

3. Change the gender of the following words:-

      Actor, Landlady, Milkman, Tiger, bride, emperor, god, host, husband, 

      Male, Master, poet, uncle, Widow, Wizard

4. Make abstract noun:-

     Child, Brave, Kind, Beautiful, Jealous, Honest, Happy, Sad

5. Write 10 examples of each noun:

      Common noun, Proper Noun, Abstract noun, collective noun, countable

      noun, uncountable noun

Writing Section

6. You are Mohit / Sakshi, a student of class VI. You have lost your English book somewhere in the school campus. Write a 

Notice in about 50 words and give all details.

7. You are Rahul, You have left your water bottle in the classroom. Write a Notice and give all details. (50 words)

8. You are sports captain and wish to organize a basketball match. Put up a notice on the school notice board informing the 

concerned players to give their names in about 50 words.

Note:  Do the assignment in English classwork notebook. 
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1. Fill in the blanks:-i) 1003467_______ 987965, put symbol > or <ii) The Roman numeral for 28 is _______.iii) 1 million = _______ lakhiv) The successor of 999999 is _______.v) 1512 when rounded off to the nearest hundred is _______.
2. Write the largest and the smallest numbers using each of the digits 1, 4, 6, 8, 0 only once. 

3. Estimate the sum (57+34) to the nearest ten.
4. How many thousands make a lakh?
5. Write in words in Indian as well as in International Number System.

6057894



6. Arrange in descending order
63521047; 7354206; 63514759; 7355041; 102345680

7. Estimate the following by rounding off to nearest ten
(i) 75÷23 (ii) 28×63

8. The cost of a chair is `1485. How much will 469 such chairs cost?
9. A rope of length 10m has been divided into 8 pieces of the same length. What is the length of each piece? The

additive inverse of (−5) is ____________. [1]
10. 65007÷1=¿___________.
11. 38× (91×37 )=¿×(38×37)
12. Solve 1+2+3+4+96+97+98+99
13. Solve the magic square
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14. Solve by suitable arrangement.
2×1658×50 

15. Find the sum of −312, 39 and 192.
16. Solve using distributive law
439×99 

17. Divide and check your answer.
19881÷ 47 

18. Simplify
37+(−23 )+(−65 )+9+(−12) 

19. The sum of two integers is−13. If one of the numbers is 170, find the other.
20. Find the largest 4-digit number divisible by 16.
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Subject: Motion and Measurement of Distances Class 6 Notes Science Chapter 10 - Learn 
CBSE/Assignment for std 6

https://www.learncbse.in/motion-and-measurement-of-distances-class-6-notes/make notes in note 
book with the help of link provided n solve all Q/A of the lesson.learn them also,for any help contact 
me on 9065314206
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1. Define classification. 

2. What are the advantages of classification? 

3. Name a lustrous material. 

4. What do you understand by hard materials?

https://www.learncbse.in/motion-and-measurement-of-distances-class-6-notes/make==


5. Name any two physical properties of a material. 

6. Give two main properties of materials in the solid,liquid and gaseous states. 
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1  what is prehistory? what does prehistory  mean?
 
2 what is the different between prehistory and history?
 
3  list one major difference between manuscripts and inscriptions.
 
4    make a list of all the objects that archaeologists may find . Which of these could be made of stone?
 
5  what were the subject on which books were written in the past? which of these would you like to read?
 
Civics
 
1  draw up a list of the different festivals celebrated in your locality. which of these celebrations are shared by members of 
different regional and religious communities?
 
2  do you think the term "unity in diversity" is an appropriate term to describe India what do you think Nehru is trying to say
about Indian unity in the in the you think Nehru is trying to say about Indian unity in the in the sentence quoted above from
his book the discovery of India?
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Answer the following questions-

(I) Write any two uses of supercomputer.

(II) Name any two supercomputers.

(III) What is CPU ?

(IV) What is high level language ? 

(V) Name any two high level language.

(VI) What do you mean by data ?

(VII) Write about computer and its uses. 

 


